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Abstract Using the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) climate model, it is shown that with
proper choice of the gravity wave momentum flux entering the stratosphere and relatively fine vertical
layering of at least 500 m in the upper troposphere-lower stratosphere (UTLS), a realistic stratospheric
quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is modeled with the proper period, amplitude, and structure down to tropo-
pause levels. It is furthermore shown that the specified gravity wave momentum flux controls the QBO
period whereas the width of the gravity wave momentum flux phase speed spectrum controls the QBO
amplitude. Fine vertical layering is required for the proper downward extension to tropopause levels as this
permits wave-mean flow interactions in the UTLS region to be resolved in the model. When vertical resolu-
tion is increased from 1000 to 500 m, the modeled QBO modulation of the tropical tropopause tempera-
tures increasingly approach that from observations, and the ‘‘tape recorder’’ of stratospheric water vapor
also approaches the observed. The transport characteristics of our GISS models are assessed using age-of-
air and N2O diagnostics, and it is shown that some of the deficiencies in model transport that have been
noted in previous GISS models are greatly improved for all of our tested model vertical resolutions. More
realistic tropical-extratropical transport isolation, commonly referred to as the ‘‘tropical pipe,’’ results from
the finer vertical model layering required to generate a realistic QBO.

1. Introduction

The quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) is the dominant mode of variability in the equatorial lower and middle
stratosphere [Baldwin et al., 2001]. There was a relatively short period of time between the discovery of the
QBO by Reed et al. [1961] and Veryard and Ebdon [1961], and the development of the theory to explain it by
Wallace and Holton [1968], Lindzen and Holton [1968], and Holton and Lindzen [1972]. Nevertheless, a long
period ensued before the QBO was self-consistently modeled in an atmospheric general circulation model
by Takahashi [1996]. The lack of a self-consistently generated QBO in such models was a problem in that
the QBO is known to affect the extratropical climate in both the stratosphere [e.g., Holton and Tan, 1982]
and the troposphere [e.g., Marshall and Scaife, 2009], and has also been suggested to be important in affect-
ing the behavior of Atlantic hurricanes [e.g., Gray, 1984] and Pacific typhoons [e.g., Ho et al., 2009]. There
has been a great deal of recent progress, so that now almost all state-of-the-art climate models have shown
the capability to self-consistently model the QBO [e.g., Scaife et al., 2000; Giorgetta et al., 2006; Hurwitz et al.,
2011; Richter et al. 2014; Rind et al., 2014].

This paper concerns our efforts at modeling the QBO at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
(GISS) using model GISS-E2. We present a number of modeling results aimed at clarifying the role of para-
meterized small-scale gravity waves and resolved equatorial waves in determining the period, the down-
ward extension, and the amplitude of the QBO. This paper expands on results of Giorgetta et al. [2006] in
showing some of the ancillary benefits of properly modeling the wave-mean flow interactions that are nec-
essary to produce a realistic QBO, namely an improved stratospheric H2O tape recorder and desirable differ-
ences in the UTLS age-of-air. Age-of-air and N2O transport diagnostics show a marked improvement over
the earlier versions of GISS model that were used by Shindell et al. [2013]. These improvements in transport
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show little dependence on model vertical resolution, but rather are associated with our gravity wave
treatments.

2. Simplified Theory of the QBO

Plumb [1982] showed a schematic (reproduced in Andrews et al. [1987, p. 321]) in which two upward propa-
gating atmospheric waves, one with a phase speed 1c and another with a phase speed –c, could reproduce
the essence of the QBO. The physics of this schematic is most aptly discussed using Eliassen and Palm’s The-
orem 1 [see Eliassen and Palm, 1961; also Lindzen, 1990],

p0w052 u02cð Þq0u0w0 ; (1)

where p is atmospheric pressure, w is vertical velocity, u is zonal velocity, c is the wave phase velocity, and
q is atmospheric density. The subscripts ()0 denotes mean state variables, the superscript ()0 denotes wave
variables, and the overbar denotes averaging over wave phase. The expression p0w0 is the wave upward
energy flux, and q0u0w0 is the upward flux of gravity wave zonal momentum. Strictly speaking, ‘‘wave
momentum flux’’ is a misnomer for the quantity relevant to wave-mean flow interaction, which should
strictly be termed ‘‘pseudomomentum flux’’ [Andrews and McIntyre, 1978]; however, for our purposes, the
distinction is not relevant, so we use the simpler term ‘‘momentum flux.’’

Equation (1) indicates that for an upward propagating wave (p0w0 > 0), the momentum flux (q0u0w0 ) is posi-
tive (i.e., westerly) if the wave phase speed is greater than the mean zonal flow (i.e., u0 2 c< 0). Thus, in this
case, if the waves are being dissipated, the mean zonal flow will be accelerated toward the wave phase
speed c. In the same manner, if the wave phase speed is less than the mean zonal flow (u0 2 c> 0) and
there is dissipation, the mean zonal flow will be decelerated toward the phase speed c. If the mean zonal
flow is westerly the wave with the positive phase speed 1c will be preferentially absorbed, since u0 2 c is
small for this wave, accelerating the mean flow toward 1c, and the mean zonal flow maximum will descend
until the shears near the surface become so great that this westerly shear zone is destroyed by diffusive
processes. In the meantime, the wave with negative phase speed freely propagates to higher altitudes, pro-
viding easterly winds at high levels that descend with time. In this manner, alternating descending westerly
and easterly shear zones are produced. The shear zones will descend more quickly with increasing wave
momentum fluxes, producing an oscillation with shorter period, and if greater phase speed waves are pres-
ent, the descending westerlies and easterlies will have greater magnitude, producing a QBO with higher
amplitude. Thus, in this very simple picture, the QBO period depends on the magnitude of the upward
wave momentum fluxes, and the QBO amplitude depends on the wave phase speeds. Extensions of this
simple two-wave picture of the QBO to include more waves and Brewer-Dobson tropical upwelling have
been done by Saravanan [1990] and Dunkerton [1997], among others, and the GISS modeling presented in
this paper includes all of these effects. Note that interactive chemistry also exerts influence on both the
QBO period and the QBO amplitude [Butchart et al., 2003].

3. Brief Model Description

The basic model structure used in this paper is the GISS ModelE2, which was used in the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project’s fifth phase (CMIP5) and has been described and compared to observations in
Schmidt et al. [2014]. There are important differences, however. These differences are in the formulation of
stratospheric gravity wave drag described in Schmidt et al. [2014, section 2.3]. In the CMIP5 version of Mod-
elE2, formulations for orographically and deformation-forced gravity waves are used following the treat-
ment of Rind et al. [1988]. Furthermore, a Rayleigh drag is used in the top four model layers (above about 1
hPa). The resulting mean zonal wind, shown in Schmidt et al. [2014, Figure 12] is too weak compared to
observations during the DJF (December-January-February) season, and Schmidt et al. [2014] indicate that
stratospheric variability in wind and temperature is also too weak.

We emphasize that in the results reported here, the basic dynamics and tropospheric physics structure of
the GISS model are not changed. We use an identical model structure except for the following. The gravity
wave and Rayleigh drags have been removed, and replaced with the MacFarlane [1987] orographic and
Alexander and Dunkerton [1999] nonorographic gravity wave treatments, as was done in Geller et al. [2011]
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where a phase speed spectral shape B2 [see Gong et al., 2008] with a spectral half-width of 10 m s21 is nom-
inally employed. Also, we vary the vertical layering in the stratosphere from the 40 layers used in Schmidt
et al. [2014] in many cases. This will be further elaborated upon in subsequent sections.

4. Variations in Gravity Wave Momentum Fluxes

In section 2, we indicated that the simple two-wave model of the QBO, together with the implications of Eli-
assen and Palm’s Theorem 1, suggests that increased gravity wave momentum fluxes should lead to faster
descent of the zonal wind shear zones, and hence to shorter QBO periods.

Figures 1b–1f show the results of calculations of the model with vertical layering as depicted in Figure 3,
where the only differences are in the specified nonorographic gravity wave momentum fluxes at 100 hPa
while Figure 1a shows the QBO as represented in the ERA-Interim data assimilation. These simulations have
been carried out in an Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) style with repeated annual-cycle
sea surface temperatures and sea-ice concentrations.

The mean zonal winds from the ERA-Interim reanalysis are shown between 4.58S and 4.58N between heights
of 100 and 1 hPa for the 20 years 1991–2010. Note that ERA-Interim shows that approximately 8 1/2 QBO

Figure 1. QBO mean zonal winds between 48S and 48N from (a) ERA Interim and modeled QBOs for gravity wave momentum flux forcings at 100 hPa having peak forcings of (b) 1.5
mPa, (c) 2.0 mPa, (d) 2.5 mPa, (e) 3.0 mPa, and (f) 3.5 mPa. In all cases, the B2 gravity wave spectrum was used, zonally symmetric and centered on the equator, with a half width of 108

latitude, and a spectral spread of cw 5 10 m s21, and a 79-layer configuration was used. Color scale at the bottom indicates wind speed in m s21.
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cycles occurred during this period, implying a QBO period averaging about 28 months. The model results in
Figure 1b show that no coherent QBO resembling observations exists for the gravity wave momentum flux
forcing of 1.5 mPa, which is consistent with the steady jets at low wave forcing demonstrated by Yoden and
Holton [1988]. It also shows that the QBO-like oscillation for a gravity wave momentum flux forcing of 2.0
mPa has a period of about 8 years, while a forcing of 2.5 mPa gives a period of about 37 months, and a forc-
ing of 3.0 mPa gives a period of about 25 months, and a forcing of 3.5 mPa gives a period of about 21
months. In fact, we find that the best fit to observed QBO periods is for a gravity wave momentum flux forc-
ing of 2.9 mPa, as will be shown in the next section.

Figure 2. Modeled QBOs with different vertical layering. (a) The zonal mean zonal winds averaged between 48S and 48N with the 40-layer vertical layering of ModelE2. Similar to Figure
2a, (b–d) the results for a vertical layering of 1000, 500, and 300 m, respectively from about 100 to 5 hPa. Figure 2e uses the 79-layer layering shown in Figure 3. All the results in this fig-
ure use near-equatorial gravity wave phase speed source spectrum at 100 hPa described in the Figure 1 caption with a maximum gravity wave momentum flux of 2.9 hPa.
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Thus, we find that the QBO period in our model depends on the
specified nonorographic gravity wave fluxes even though resolved
waves make a very significant contribution to the momentum forc-
ing of the QBO, especially at lower levels [see Scaife et al., 2000;
Giorgetta et al., 2006, for instance]. Others [e.g., Giorgetta et al.,
2006; Rind et al., 2014] have also noted the sensitivity of the mod-
eled QBO to the magnitude of the gravity wave momentum flux.

5. Influence of Vertical Resolution

Conventional wisdom is that a vertical resolution of less than
1 km is needed to properly model the QBO in a general circula-
tion model [e.g., Scaife et al., 2000; Giorgetta et al., 2006]. We
explore further the needed vertical resolution to properly model
the QBO, due to our desire to explore what is needed to get a
proper extension of the QBO into the lower stratosphere/upper
troposphere region, since it is likely that a realistic downward
extension of the QBO to the UTLS is needed to properly treat
stratosphere-troposphere interactions involving the QBO.

Figure 2 shows modeled QBOs with a variety of vertical resolu-
tions. Figure 2a shows the modeled QBO with the standard, 40-
layer configuration used in ModelE2, where a gravity wave
momentum flux of 2.9 mPa at the equator is used. Note that this
vertical resolution is not sufficient to get a realistic QBO. Figure 2b
used a 1000 m vertical resolution above about 100 hPa, and we
see a rather realistic QBO, but this QBO wind variation is not pene-
trating to sufficiently low altitudes. This is most obvious when one

compares the ERA-Interim QBO in Figures 1a–2b. The 1000 m vertical resolution has easterly QBO winds
exceeding 10 m s21 extending downward only slightly below 30 hPa, whereas ERA Interim has these easterlies
extending downward below 50 hPa in all QBO cycles, and below 70 hPa in a few of the cycles. Also, the wester-
lies extend downward to about 100 hPa in ERA Interim, whereas they only extend a bit below 70 hPa in Figure
2b with the 1000 m vertical resolution. The 500 m vertical resolution results in Figure 2c exhibit greater down-
ward extension of the westerlies than the 1000 m case, but still not as much as in the ERA Interim QBO results.
There is greater downward penetration of the QBO easterlies with 500 m vertical resolution, but easterlies of
about 10 m s21 barely extend down to 50 hPa, except in a couple of cycles, and the QBO westerlies also do
not extend as far downward as in ERA Interim. The 300 m vertical resolution results in Figure 2d are very similar
to those in Figure 2c. Figure 2d indicates that the easterlies with speeds greater than 10 m s21 extend down-
ward to 50 hPa in all QBO cycles, and reach 70 hPa during one cycle, in approximate agreement with ERA
Interim. The QBO westerlies extend almost to 100 hPa in all cycles, not quite as low as in ERA Interim. Finally,
Figure 2e shows results for a 79-layer configuration that we have adopted as our nominal vertical resolution
used to generate the results shown in Figure 1. It has 44 less layers than the model with 300 m vertical resolu-
tion throughout, but seems to give comparably good QBO results to the 300 m vertical resolution case. This
79-layer vertical resolution is shown in Figure 3 above 150 hPa. Below this level, the layering is identical to that
shown in Schmidt et al. [2014, Figure 1]. It is interesting that the largest amplitude QBO is seen with the 1000 m
vertical resolution. We believe that the reason for this is as follows. Note that the easterlies around 20 hPa are
weakest in the 1000 m resolution case. This is because the deposited easterly momentum flux from wave
breaking is being distributed over a deeper layer, resulting in weaker easterlies around 20 hPa. These weaker
easterlies will cause less reflection of westerly propagating waves near the positive extreme of the gravity wave
phase speed spectrum, so more westerly momentum flux is available to be deposited at higher levels.

In the preceding section, it has been shown that the specified gravity wave source momentum flux in the
Alexander and Dunkerton [1999] parameterization is the controlling factor in the speed of the descent of the
shear layers, and hence in QBO periods, but we have also seen that high vertical resolution is required for
the QBO to descend to lower levels, as is observed. Our interpretation of these results is as follows. There

Figure 3. Vertical layering above the 150 hPa
level for the 79-layer model configuration.
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must be sufficient small-scale gravity wave momentum flux in equatorial regions to develop a shear zone
that descends through the upper stratosphere into the middle stratosphere. The descent rate of these shear
zones is controlled by the magnitude of the gravity wave momentum flux from below. The large-scale
waves resolved by the climate model then interact with the descending shear zones, and this propagates
the QBO downward to the lower stratosphere/upper troposphere levels. Proper numerical resolution
of these model-resolved wave-mean flow interactions requires sufficient vertical resolution. We find that a
vertical resolution of about 500 m is required for the QBO to propagate toward tropopause altitudes, as
observed. We expand on this in the following section.

6. QBO Modulation of Tropical Tropopause Temperatures

Using radiosonde data, Reid and Gage [1985] noted that there was an interannual variation of the tropical
tropopause, which was induced by the QBO. This was followed up by later investigations by Randel et al.
[2000], also using radiosonde data, and by Zhou et al. [2001], using ERA analyses. Realistic penetration of
the QBO into the UTLS region is likely crucial for correctly modeling some of the QBO-induced stratosphere-
troposphere interactions (e.g., QBO influences on tropical rainfall [see Collimore et al., 2003; Liess and Geller,
2012]). Figure 4 shows the QBO modulation of 100 hPa temperature (a proxy for tropopause temperature)
in the GISS model with the various vertical layerings corresponding to what was shown in Figure 2. Note

Figure 4. QBO modulations of the 100 hPa temperature from (a) the ERA Interim reanalysis; (b) the 40-layer GISS model; and the GISS model with vertical layering of (c) 1000 m, (d) 500 m,
and (e) 300 m from 100 to 5 hPa pressure level. Note that the temperature modulation is shown per 10 m s21 of the QBO at 50 hPa, and was derived in a similar manner to that in Randel
et al. [2000] to derive their Figure 13.
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that the total QBO modulation of the 100 hPa temperature derived from ERA Interim is a little less than
0.6 K, which compares well with what is shown in Randel et al.’s [2000, Figure 13]. This is to be compared to
QBO modulations of about 0.15 K for the 40-layer GISS model; a little more than 0.2 K in the 1000 m layered
GISS model; about 0.3 K in the 500 m layered GISS model; and similarly about 0.3 K in the 300 m layered
GISS model. Surprisingly, we do find a significant QBO modulation in the 100 hPa temperatures in the 40-
layer model even though there is little evidence of the QBO wind modulations extending down to that level
in Figure 2b. The apparent lack of the QBO in Figure 2b is just due to our chosen contour interval for Figure
2. Clearly though, the QBO 100 hPa temperature modulations increase as the vertical layering is increased.
In the 40-layer model, the QBO temperature amplitude is about 0.15 K/10 m s21, whereas with 1000 m
layering, it is about 0.2 K/10 m s21; and with 500 m layering, it is about 0.3 K/10 m s21; and with 300 m
layering, it is slightly more than with the 500 m layering. It should be noted that we would expect QBO
model modulations of tropopause temperatures to be less than are seen from radiosonde measurements,
since radiosonde vertical resolution is much greater than model layering.

7. The ‘‘Tape-Recorder’’ Signal of Stratospheric Water Vapor

The ‘‘tape-recorder’’ signal in stratospheric water vapor [Mote et al., 1996] is a good indicator of the annual
modulation of tropical tropopause temperatures [e.g., Zhou et al., 2004], of tropical upwelling, as well as of

Figure 5. The percent deviation from the mean in specific humidity compared to the AURA MLS data in the tropical upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (128S–128N). Each plot depicts
a climatology that is repeated 3 times to facilitate visualizing the tropical ‘‘tape-recorder’’ signal (a) from AURA MLS observations, (b) from 40-layer model, (c) from 1000 m model, (d)
from 500 m model, and (e) from 300 m model. The ordinate is pressure in hPa. The abscissa indicates the calendar months, where the tick-mark of 1 indicates January and the tick-mark
of 7 indicates July. The contour intervals are 6%.
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the degree of tropical/extratropical iso-
lation. Figure 5 shows the ‘‘tape-
recorder’’ signal from observations, as
well as for the various GISS model
layerings. The dryness signal at about
100 hPa is due to the rising air parcels
having been dehydrated by passing
through the very cold tropical tropo-
pause dehydration regions at the time
of Northern Hemisphere winter [see
Holton and Gettelman, 2001; Zhou
et al., 2004] while the moist signal is
due to warmer tropical tropopause
temperatures existing at the time of
Northern Hemisphere summer and
direct convective insertion of moisture
into the stratosphere. The slope of the
dry and moist signals is a reflection of
the tropical upwelling. Finally, the ver-
tical extent of the ‘‘tape-recorder’’ sig-
nal is indicative of the isolation
between the tropics and extratropics.

The amplitude of the signal at 80–90
hPa is about 54% in the Aura MLS
v3.3 H2O [Livesey et al., 2011, and refer-
ences therein] over the 2005–2012
period, whereas it is only about 30% in
the 40-layer model, about 30% with
the 1000 m layering, and about 42%
with both 500 and 300 m layering, so
all the model layerings give too small a
‘‘tape-recorder’’ signal. To see why this
is so, Figure 6 shows the average
annual cycle of both the zonally aver-
aged 100 hPa temperature from the

ERA Interim reanalysis and of the minimum 100 hPa temperatures along the equator, together with the
same quantities for the various GISS model layerings discussed in this paper. Note first that the minimum
temperatures are a few degrees colder than the zonally averaged temperatures, reflecting the temperatures
at the ‘‘cold trap’’ where air parcels passing through are dehydrated to the values where they enter the strat-
osphere in the rising branch of the Brewer-Dobson circulation, which, of course, is to be expected. Appa-
rently, Figure 6 indicates that the inadequate seasonal cycle of simulated temperatures in the tropical
tropopause layer results in the weaker simulated ‘‘tape-recorder’’ signals shown in Figure 5. Note also that
there is a much more marked asymmetry in the cold versus warm months in ERA Interim than in any of the
above mentioned GISS models. For instance, looking at the zonally averaged temperatures, the annual
mean temperature from ERA Interim is about 281.38C so that during the coldest month (December) when
the temperature is 282.88C, the negative temperature difference from the annual mean is about 21.58C,
while during the warmest month (August) when the temperature is 278.18C, the corresponding positive
temperature difference is 14.28C. This is very different from the behavior of the modeled temperatures,
where, taking the green curve (500 m layering) as an example, the annual mean temperature is about
280.18C, so that during January and February (the coldest months) when the temperature is about 281.88C,
the temperature is colder by about 21.78C, whereas during the warmest months, July and August when the
temperature is about 278.58C, the temperatures are warmer by about 2.38C. Taking into account the nonlin-
ear Clausius-Clapeyron equation, this likely accounts for most of the moister anomalies (in percentage terms)
in the AURA MLS observations in Figure 5 relative to the models. The slope of the ‘‘tape-recorder’’ signal in

Figure 6. (top) Climatological annual cycle of the zonally averaged 100 hPa tem-
peratures, averaged from 48S to 48N, from ERA Interim (black) over the 1979–2014
period and from the GISS model with the various layerings (with colors as indi-
cated). (bottom) Same, but for the temperature values at the longitude where the
100 hPa temperatures averaged from 48S to 48N are minimum.
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Figure 5 is a reflection of the moisture anomaly signal being transported upward by the tropical upwelling
velocity. Note that the slope seems to increase with increased vertical resolution. For instance, focusing on
the first positive moisture anomaly cycle, one sees that the zero line in the observations seems to start in
November at 100 hPa and reach 30 hPa in November of the following year, implying a lag of about 12
months between those two altitudes. The similar lag time for the 40-layer model is about 10 months; about
9 months with 1000 m layering; about 10 months with 500 m layering; and about 11 months with 300 m
layering. Thus, this slope of the tape-recorder signal seems to approach observed values for finer vertical res-
olutions. This is likely due to the changes in the tropical upwelling vertical profile for changing vertical reso-
lution [e.g., see Giorgetta et al., 2006, Figure 11] and the improved numerical accuracy of vertical advection
term [Hardiman et al., 2015] associated with higher vertical resolution.

The vertical penetration of the moisture signals is an indication of the better simulated horizontal mixing
between the tropics and the extratropics, since such mixing tends to dilute the strength of the signal. Not-
ing that the dryness signal has comparable amplitude at 100 hPa to the observations and in all the different
models, we look into the fraction by which the dryness signal diminishes from its minimum just above the
tropopause to 50 hPa altitude. In the observations, the maximum dryness is about 24% and at 50 hPa it has
decreased to about 9%. Thus, the dryness signal is diminished by about a factor of 0.38 in the observations.
The analogous diminishing factor in the 40-layer model is about 0.2; while with 1000 m layering, it is also
about 0.2; and with 500 m layering, it is about the same; and with 300 m layering, it is about 0.3. Thus, there

Figure 7. Twenty year averaged age-of-air from the (top left) 40-layer model, (top right) 1000 m layering, (middle left) 500 m layering, (middle right) 300 m layering, and (bottom) the
79-layer model. Positive latitudes are for the Northern Hemisphere, pressure altitudes are in hPa, and the contour intervals are 0.5 year.
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seems to be less mixing between the tropics and extratropics with finer vertical resolution. We will explore
this point further in the next section.

8. Age-Of-Air

Figure 7 shows the age-of-air for the differently layered models that we have explored so far in this paper. It is
obvious visually in Figure 7 is that there is more tropical/extratropical isolation with narrowing vertical layering.
This is obvious from the greater compression of the subtropical age-of-air contours with finer vertical layering.
This reflects more of a ‘‘tropical pipe’’ [e.g., Plumb, 1996] in models with finer vertical layering.

In Figure 7, the age-of-air contours generally indicate shorter ages-of-air in the tropics but longer ages-of-air
in the lower stratosphere in the subtropics to high latitudes. For instance, in the 40-level model, the age-of-
air at 1 hPa at the equator is between 5.5 and 6.0 years, but with 300 m layering, the corresponding age-of-
air is between 4.5 and 5.0 years, almost a full year shorter than in the 40-layer model.

These differences are more obvious in Figure 8, which shows the differences in age-of-air between the
model with 300 m layering and the 40-layer model. Note that over the equator, the ages-of-air in the 300-
layer model are shorter by about 0.1 years at low altitudes and shorter by about 0.8 years at high altitudes,
but the ages-of-air are longer by about 0.4 years in the southern subtropics in the lowest stratosphere and
longer by about 0.2 years in the northern subtropics. Thus, there is more isolation between the deep tropics
and the subtropics with 300 m vertical layering than in the 40-layer model in the lower stratosphere.

It is well established that age-of-air contours approximately coincide with mixing ratio contours of long-
lived tracers [e.g., Mahlman, 1985; Yudin et al., 2000], and that the slope of these contours is made steeper
by the diabatic circulation, with diffusive effects acting to lessen the steepness. Thus, the results shown
here suggest that increased vertical resolution in the GISS model have acted to intensify the diabatic circula-
tion and decrease the diffusion between the tropics and extratropics.

This is seen in our annually averaged modeled N2O, which is shown in Figure 9 for different vertical resolu-
tions. Looking at the shape of the 200 ppb contour, we see more of a ‘‘high-hat’’ shape in the higher vertical
resolution models, consistent with observations, while the 40-layer model contour shape has more of a
smooth Gaussian appearance. Thus, the higher-resolution models show greater tropical-extratropical isola-
tion, consistent with observations of N2O.

Figure 8. Difference in ages-of-air between the 300 m and the 40-layer GISS models.
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9. Assessment of Stratospheric Transport

Shindell et al. [2013] used observations of N2O from the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) onboard
SCISAT-1 during 2004–2009 and age-of-air derived from CO2 and SF6 balloon data, as described in Strahan
et al. [2011] and Andrews et al. [2001] to diagnose stratospheric transport deficiencies in the GISS CMIP5
model. Shindell et al. [2013, Figure 7] indicated that when the near-global age-of-air was plotted against the
near-global N2O mixing ratios, the age-of-air was systematically too low. A similar plot in the tropics showed
better agreement. In diagnosing the reasons behind this disagreement, Shindell et al. [2013] created plots
similar to those in Strahan et al. [2011]. Shindell et al. [2013] plotted the model minus observations of tropi-
cal age-of-air versus pressure altitude and found that air was too young in the model’s tropical lower strato-
sphere [see Strahan et al., 2011]. Shindell et al. [2013] also examined the extratropical minus the tropical
age-of-air gradient as a function of pressure altitude, and they found the model gradient to be systemati-
cally less than the values derived from observations, indicating too fast a stratospheric advective circulation
(again according to Strahan et al. [2011]). Finally, Shindell et al. [2013] plotted the model minus the observed
tropical N2O as a function of pressure altitude, and they found the model values higher than those
observed, indicating too little mixing between the tropics and midlatitudes, so the tropical air was too
young [see Strahan et al., 2011]. We repeated these calculations for all model vertical resolutions, and we
found that there was little dependence of these results on vertical resolution, so in Figure 10, we only show
results from our 40-layer model in the same format of Shindell et al. [2013, Figure 7].

Figure 9. Annually averaged N2O mixing ratios in ppb from (a) the 40-layer model, (b) the 1000 m layered model, (c) the 500 m layered model, (d) the 300 m layered model, (e) our 79-
layer model, and (f) from ACE observations. Model results are averages for a 10 year run. Note that the N2O observations were only available for the latitudes and pressure altitudes
shown.
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Note that Figure 10 shows much better consistency between the model transport diagnostics and the
observations than was the case with the GISS CMIP5 model in Shindell et al. [2013]. As indicated previously,
plots similar to Figure 10 for the various vertical resolutions looked very similar, and the only substantial dif-
ferences between our 40-layer GISS model and the CMIP5 GISS model was in the gravity wave treatment,
indicating that it was that difference that accounted for the transport improvements.

10. Discussion

Earlier works by Scaife et al. [2000], Giorgetta et al. [2006], among others, and recent works by Rind et al.
[2014] and Richter et al. [2014] have already established the important roles that parameterization of
subgrid-scale gravity wave parameterizations and vertical resolution play in modeling a realistic QBO in a
self-consistent manner, and the points brought up in the earlier sections of this paper are either explicitly or
implicitly contained in those works, but we think it important to stress a few points. One is that sufficient
gravity wave momentum flux is required to model the QBO in a self-consistent manner. Another point is
that the magnitude of the subgrid-scale gravity wave momentum flux essentially determines the QBO
period. Sufficient vertical resolution is then required to have this QBO penetrate to lower levels, as
observed. This implies that success in simulating a realistic QBO in a climate model starts with establishing
the subgrid-scale gravity wave momentum flux inducing wind shears that propagate down from the upper
stratosphere. This takes place with even rather coarse vertical resolution. Finer vertical resolution is then

Figure 10. (top left) Scatterplot of near-global age-of-air versus N2O mixing ratios, stars being observations, the red diamonds from the CMIP5 version of E2 driven by the MERRA reanal-
ysis, and the green diamonds from the 40-layer GISS model run described in this study. (top right) Same as top-left except for the tropics. (bottom left) Model minus Observations for
tropical age-of-air versus pressure-altitude. (bottom middle) Model minus Observed midlatitude-tropical age-of-air gradient as a function of pressure altitude. (bottom right) Model
minus Observed tropical N2O mixing ratio as a function of pressure altitude. Note that the yellow uncertainty shaded regions in Strahan et al. [2011] are not in this Figure 10.
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required for the model-resolved waves to interact with these downwardly propagating shears so that they con-
tinue down toward tropopause levels. Thus, a sort of ‘‘hand-off’’ between the gravity wave produced wind shears
takes place in the middle stratosphere to the resolved waves for the QBO’s further downward progression.

The magnitude of the QBO is determined by the width of the phase speed spectrum of gravity waves; that
is to say, having sufficient gravity wave momentum flux at the higher phase speeds plays the most impor-
tant role in determining the amplitude of the QBO [Geller et al., 2016]. Even with rather coarse vertical reso-
lution, there is some QBO modulation of tropical tropopause temperatures, but for this QBO modulation of
tropopause temperatures to approach the observed QBO modulation of those temperatures seems to
require a vertical layering on the order of 500 m in our model.

There are three factors involved in obtaining a realistic annual ‘‘tape-recorder’’ signal. One is getting a realis-
tic annual modulation of the tropical tropopause temperatures, and this seems to require good vertical
resolution, on the order of 500 m or less. Another is obtaining realistic tropical upwelling velocities. This
upwelling velocity from the models with higher vertical resolutions is seen to be faster in the lowest strato-
sphere, up to about 70 hPa, with an even faster upwelling velocity above. Another factor is the degree of
isolation between the lower stratosphere tropics and extratropics. This isolation, often referred to as the
‘‘tropical pipe,’’ becomes more realistic as vertical resolution is increased. This isolation is seen more clearly
when one examines the ‘‘age-of-air’’ in models with different vertical resolutions. Note that many dynamical,
radiative, and microphysical processes exert influence on the ‘‘tape-recorder’’ signal [Hardiman et al., 2015],
and further discussion of this is beyond the scope of this paper.

Increasing the vertical resolution in the GISS model seems to lead to both an increased diabatic circulation
and to sharper meridional gradients in the ‘‘age-of-air’’ between the tropics and extratropics. This depend-
ence of the ‘‘age-of-air’’ on vertical resolution seems to result from better resolution of the resolved wave-
mean flow interactions that also is responsible for the more realistic downward penetration of the QBO
toward tropopause levels. We believe that this increased isolation between the tropics and extratropics is a
result of better resolution of mixing in what was called the ‘‘surf zone’’ by McIntyre and Palmer [1984], but
this deserves more investigation.

While our modeling of the annual ‘‘tape recorder’’ in stratospheric water vapor with relatively fine vertical reso-
lution looks realistic in many respects, closer inspection shows that we do not obtain the observed amplitude
of the moist signal just above tropopause levels. We have traced this deficiency to the fact that our modeled
annual modulation in tropical tropopause temperatures is not in close agreement with that observed. This is
likely due to our modeled cycle in extratropical planetary waves being different from the observed.

Giorgetta et al. [2006] have shown that the enhanced vertical resolution which enabled successful modeling
of the QBO also led to other model improvements, and one of the purposes of this paper is to enlarge on
that point. That is to say, the improved modeling of the wave-mean flow interactions that are involved in
giving rise to the QBO also give rise to other model improvements. Still more research is needed to explore
the beneficial effects of fine vertical resolution in troposphere-stratosphere climate models so that optimal
combinations of horizontal and vertical resolutions can be employed.

Finally, we compared the stratospheric transport diagnostics for the CMIP5 version of the GISS model used by
Shindell et al. [2013] with those for the version described in this paper. Our results indicated much better agree-
ment between the simulated transport and that implied by observations. This was true for all our model vertical
resolutions, so we conclude these improvements must be due to the differences in our gravity wave treatments
from those used in the GISS CMIP5 model. We emphasize though that vertical resolution does seem to have a
large influence on both tropical upwelling and mixing between the tropics and the extratropics, with the
results from the higher vertical resolution models being in better agreement with observations.
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